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     SOLUTION
FOR YOUR FUTURE



Thermalink by Sunservice srl is a company born in 1996 from 
a venture between Domenico Feo and Filippo Parolin, initially 
only focused on the development of radiant heating and 
cooling systems.

In recent years, the company has vigorously revamped its 
investments in R&D by fielding innovative ideas and introducing new 
systems for the storage and optimization of thermal and photovoltaic 
energy with the aim of finding and optimizing all forms of renewable 
and environmental sustainable energy.

The most innovative concept to combine with Thermabond Radiant 
Conditioning systems is that of “Thermal Storage” which is pivotal 
for the company; one of the innovative pluses is the use of an organic 
phase change product called PCM which guarantees a very high 
energy storage capacity combined with Heat Pumps. The goal is to 
catch and store the energy available in the environment around us,  
achieving a true energy independence. W
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ABSORB STORE RELEASE

ENGINEERING EXPERTISE
Boost your Renewable Energies investment  
THERMACube is the first revolutionary thermal 
storage with PCM (phase change material) 
designed by Thermalink. The peculiarity of this 
system is that it does not have an installable 
power limit. From a minimum of 10 kWh the 
system is scalable to large quantities of storable 
thermal energy with maximum safety and 
flexibility; all this thanks to the thermal batteries 
THERMACube with PCM that, linked together, 
can reach the needed storage capacity of any 
project. THERMACube exploits a new concept 
of thermal energy accumulation under the form 
of latent heat that melts the PCM once it is 
brought above its fixed critical point, and then 
solidifies once this heat is absorbed, bringing it 
back below the same critical fixed temperature.
The most efficient use of this extraordinary 
capacity is the exploitation of production from 
renewable sources, such as solar photovoltaics

and thermal systems, which are only possible 
during daylight hours. The PCM phase change 
process enhances the amount of accumulated 
heat (at least 4 times the amount of water heat 
per unit of volume). Our PCM is 100% organic, 
not inflammable, completely safe for the people 
and for the environment. Energy freedom is now 
closer, in fact pv systems, combined with a heat 
pump and THERMACube storage represents 
an important step for the management of “all 
electric” or even “OFF GRID” houses.
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ENGINEERING EXPERTISE
Boost your Renewable Energies investment  

THERMACube
The best way to maximize 
the HP performances
THERMACube uses fatty acids or organic 
PCM that have: high latent heat, not noticeable 
volume reduction during the transition phase, 
well defined fusion temperature and an always 
reproducible behaviour for melting and 
freezing; all this helps to achieve ideal stability 
during operating cycles. The organic PCM are 
usually non toxic, with low or nothing super 
cooling and are available in big quantities for 
many commercial applications. Our thermal 
battery THERMACube is usually installed into 
the mechanical room, but can be installed 
also outside the building. The two hydronic 
connections, for supply and return, are located 
on the shortest side of the tank for the smaller 
model TC07 of 20 KWh or both just in the front 
side for the bigger ones.

Highest safety,
until 10 years warranty

Matching THERMACube 
with CombiSolar,for the PV 
cooling, keep the highest 
performances also during 
the hottest hours, as a 
winning combination

Ideal system also for OFF 
GRID solutions

Ideal for situations that 
require the production of 
domestic hot water and/or 
for swimming pools

Optimized HP 
performances, with only 
daylight hours working

Ideal for small and big 
projects with a scalable 
and modular system

The inlet and oulet fluid 
connections can be threaded or 
flanged, following the client’s 
needs. An anodized steel 
basement is proper for tank 
movements with forklift. 
The lid is strongly sealed with 
metal springs. 

Manifold-heat exchangers
in stainless steel. 

THERMACUBE
ADVANTAGES



PCDCUBE
The power is nothing without control 
The Key point of our Thermalink System has 
been the development of a dedicated hardware 
with a customized software entirely designed 
and realized by our Thermalink team. 
PCDCUBE is an integrated management system 
of several components: THERMACUBE battery, 
PV array, HP and all the main devices of the 
mechanical room and of the indoor climate .
Thanks to PCDCUBE is possible to monitor, 
analyze and evaluate 15 different variables, that 
include: whole house electrical consumptions,  
hydronic/fluids components, dynamic PV 
production and complete HP management of 
the primary and secondary house’s energy flux. 
The management of the primary and secondary 
circuit is then optimized to minimize the use of 
energy supplied (for a fee) from the grid.
All the working phases are remotely monitored 
obtaining data and graphics. PCDCUBE has 
been realized with the aim to maximize the

use of the energy surplus produced by the PV 
system.
The separation the production (primary circuit) 
 and the house circuit (secondary circuit) is 
realized with a small buffer tank (enough 100 
liters) that allows a smooth swift between HP and 
thermal battery. The software recognizes the 
minimum energy surplus set (difference between 
the PV production and the instantaneous 
consumption of the house) and immediately turns 
ON the HP at the highest working temperature 
(6-10 degrees higher than the PCM melting 
point), charging the battery in few hours making 
the most of the solar energy received.
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CHARGE-DISCHARGE PHASE
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The possibility of producing energy during the day, with the help 
of a renewable source, and use it at night, allows to drastically 

reduce CO2 emissions.

R&D FOR YOUR ENERGY FREEDOM

In the diagram it is possible to understand how the thermal battery charge lasts about 3 hours, while the stored 
heat energy is supplied to the building in the remaining overnight hours, when the system restarts its charging 
phase again. THERMACUBE is patent pending by Sunservice srl.



COMBISOLAR™
Increase the PV efficiency with abundant hot 
water production
Get much more form your PV investment  
increasing their energy production. 
COMBISOLAR™ is an aluminium panel easily 
applicable on the back side of your PV panel, as 
a real boos of your solar investment, indeed, you 
can get until 30% more energy produced when 
the ambient temperature rise upper than 27°C. 
As the panel is a medium to flow water, it will 
be immediate the production of an important 
quantity of thermal energy always available for  
your swimming pool or your shower coming 
from the COMBISOLAR™.
This product uses a mix of water and glycol at 
a temperature below 20°C. In this way it will 
be possible to keep the panel at the lowest 
temperature than is possible, also during hot 
and high radiation days. The installation doesn’t 
affect the integrity of the PV panel as we don’t 
have more than a mechanical contact between 
the two surfaces.

_The energy can be stored in a thermal battery 
for other uses. COMBISOLAR™ is a long-lasting 
product that requires little maintenance.
_In the diagram below is possible to see how, by 
keeping the panel T close to 25 degrees, we can 
maintain an optimum performance extending the  
life of the product and improving the ROI.
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THE ADVANTAGES
of COMBISOLAR™
This product eliminates the need to install solar 
thermal systems on the roof as a safe solution, 
which does not require maintenance.
COMBISOLAR™ maximize your investment in 
solar tecnology, ensuring the highest energy 
production of your solar PV.
COMBISOLAR™ does not make any alteration of 
your solar PV, neither in terms of performance nor 
in durability; ensuring you a faster ROI.

COMBISOLAR™ back side

Energy production improvement with
COMBISOLAR™

COMBISOLAR™ example with additional insulation



FOCUS ON THE
     ENVIRONMENT
YOU’LL FIND 
      YOUR ENERGY 



Our heat exchangers 
The perfect uniformity of temperature of the 
aluminium heat exchanger and the accurate 
design of the circulation circuit of the carrier 
fluid, allows us to realize all the innovative 
technological solutions illustrated.
Thermalink posts a large part of its investments 
to the research of innovative, efficient and 
rational use of the energy that we can easily find 
in nature that surrounds us. 
The concepts we use all play around the transfer 
of energy from one resource to another by 
means of the best known liquid: the water. The 
water treatment we recommend is necessary at 
the first start-up and must be maintained over

time with care and following the technical notes 
that Thermalink suggests to its customers. 
Any use of the product, outside the guidelines 
recommended by Thermalink, will be considered 
non-compliant and possible of a limited and 
incorrect duration of the system. 
The technical staff of Thermalink will be 
available to advise and evaluate with you the 
best opportunities and the most convenient 
solutions in terms of initial investment and long-
term cost.




